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ABSTRACT: Electrochemistry is a promising building block for
the global transition to a sustainable energy market. Particularly the
electroreduction of CO2 and the electrolysis of water might be
strategic elements for chemical energy conversion. The reactions of
interest are inner-sphere reactions, which occur on the surface of
the electrode, and the biased interface between the electrode
surface and the electrolyte is of central importance to the reactivity
of an electrode. However, a potential-dependent observation of
this buried interface is challenging, which slows the development
of catalyst materials. Here we describe a sample architecture using
a graphene blanket that allows surface sensitive studies of biased
electrochemical interfaces. At the examples of near ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) and
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM), we show that the combination of a graphene blanket and a permeable
membrane leads to the formation of a liquid thin ﬁlm between them. This liquid thin ﬁlm is stable against a water partial pressure
below 1 mbar. These properties of the sample assembly extend the study of solid−liquid interfaces to highly surface sensitive
techniques, such as electron spectroscopy/microscopy. In fact, photoelectrons with an eﬀective attenuation length of only 10 Å can
be detected, which is close to the absolute minimum possible in aqueous solutions. The in-situ cells and the sample preparation
necessary to employ our method are comparatively simple. Transferring this approach to other surface sensitive measurement
techniques should therefore be straightforward. We see our approach as a starting point for more studies on electrochemical
interfaces and surface processes under applied potential. Such studies would be of high value for the rational design of
electrocatalysts.
KEYWORDS: solid−liquid interface, graphene, operando, X-ray spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, near ambient pressure,
electrochemistry, proton exchange membrane
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frequency generation.2 This approach is elegant, but features
of vibrational spectroscopy are not element speciﬁc and the
nontrivial signal enhancement inside plasmonic cavities
impedes quantiﬁcation. The second approach is to reduce
the thickness of the liquid layer and to use core-level
spectroscopy. The dip-and-pull method in combination with
tender X-rays3 is a good example of that (for comparison see
Table 1). The third approach is to reduce the thickness of the
solid. Graphene-capped microchannels4,5 or an electrochemical
in-situ cell with graphene windows6−8 used exactly that

INTRODUCTION
The solid−liquid interface plays an important role in technical
processes like electroplating, etching, or electrocatalysis as well
as biological and environmental processes such as corrosion,
ice formation, or transport phenomena across lipid membranes. In all of them, the interaction between a solid surface
and the covering layer of solvated species is crucial. Visualizing
this interface with spectroscopy or imaging methods is very
desirable but poses a fundamental challenge. Either the probe
penetrates bulk layers of liquid and a small part of the signal is
obtained from the interface, like it is the case for hard X-rays
and infrared light, or the probe is surface sensitive and even
thin layers of liquid prevent the probe or the measurand from
reaching the interface, as is the case for soft X-rays or electron
microscopy. Finding technical solutions is challenging.
Attempts to overcome these limitations took diﬀerent
avenues. The ﬁrst is to enhance the signal from the interface,
like in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy1 or sum
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Table 1. Beneﬁts and Drawbacks of Existing Approaches in
Comparison

present article, the graphene barrier helps to retain a thin ﬁlm
of liquid behind graphene at water partial pressures as low well
below a millibar. At the same time, graphene provides electrical
conductivity19,20 and is mostly transparent to a wide range of
wavelengths21−23 and slow electrons.24−26 These beneﬁts allow
studies under wet conditions using surface sensitive spectroscopy27−29 or electron microscopy with the same type of
sample.
The material of interest, for example, an electrocatalyst, is
sandwiched between the membrane and the graphene blanket
(see Figure 1). The thin ﬁlm of liquid behind graphene is
retained. Electrical contact to the material is provided by the
graphene cover and ultimately the lid which holds the
membrane assembly in place during the measurement. We
use a niobium lid coated with boron-doped diamond. It is
chemically inert and stable over a wide range of potentials.30
Ion transport to the deposited material is realized via a polymer
electrolyte membrane (PEM), which functions as a solid
electrolyte connecting the working electrode with the counter
and reference electrode, which are immersed in the bulk liquid
(see Figure 1 and the Experimental Section).
In the following we will characterize the sample assembly we
advocate. We will start with the homogeneity of the samples
and the graphene properties, then proceed to a study of how
external parameters inﬂuence the wetting, and discuss the ion
transport under vacuum, and we will make some remarks about
the inﬂuence of the beam and about product analysis. In the
end, we discuss two scientiﬁc showcases to demonstrate the
scope of our technique. The ﬁrst showcase concerns the
dissolution of ruthenium under high potentials, and the second
visualizes electrodeposition of copper on graphene.
For a convenient recognition of the sample architecture, we
will use the short form (0.1 M H2SO4)/FAD/IrNPs/SLG to
refer to a polymer membrane FAD that is wetted from the back
with 0.1 M H2SO4 and supports iridium nanoparticles (IrNPs)
covered by a single layer of graphene (SLG).

strategy to enable soft X-ray spectroscopy of a solid−liquid
interface. In the latter case, it is assured that the liquid phase
has bulk properties, but the fragile, atomically thin windows
pose a high risk to the experimental setup (see Table 1). The
fourth approach is the nanofabrication of chips for liquid phase
electron microscopy,9 which tries to diminish the thickness of
both the solid and the liquid with success. A more detailed
overview of the techniques used in the ﬁeld of near ambient
pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) and
environmental electron microscopy can be found in refs 7 and
10 and in refs 11−13, respectively. A summary of approaches
comparable to ours are given in Table 1.
Herein, we describe a method that uses a thin graphene
window and conﬁned electrolyte. It is safe and simple to use
and allows for investigations of the solid−liquid interface. At
the heart of our approach is a sample preparation that can be
done in any chemical lab (Figure 1): we use solid polymer
electrolytes for the transport of ions and water, as others have
done before,14−17 but we cover the polymer membrane or the
topping layer of material with graphene (compare Figure 1).
The graphene blanket then serves as an evaporation barrier (as
shown elsewhere)4,6,18 and leads to a higher partial pressure of
water below it. In previous uses of polymer membranes for
similar purposes,14−17 the catalyst layer faced vacuum and the
electrolyte could evaporate. As we will demonstrate in the
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sample Morphology. The sample assemblies consist of a
polymer membrane and a graphene cover. The polymer

Figure 1. Surface-sensitive investigation of a solid−liquid interface; illustration of the sample architecture and measurement approach (top) as wells
as an outline of the sample preparation (bottom).
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membranes are usually smooth on the micrometer scale.
Naﬁon 117, for example, has a root-mean-square variation in
height of 2.2−3.9 nm, depending on humidity (it becomes
smoother when properly hydrated).31 In this publication we
will use Naﬁon 117 supplied by Ion Power as well as FAD and
FKD membranes by Fumatech. The choice of membrane is
important in the approach, since it determines the ionic
conductivity and can introduce contaminants. More details on
the membrane properties, their pretreatments, and their
chemical structure can be found in the Experimental Section.
CVD graphene from Graphenea is transferred as a single layer
of graphene (SLG), a bilayer of graphene (BLG), or a single
layer supported by PMMA (SLGp) in a wet chemical process
(see the Experimental Section). A representative example of
the morphology after transfer is given in Figure 2a,b. These

micrographs stem from an environmental scanning electron
microscope (ESEM) and show BLG on an FKD membrane.
After the mechanical transfer graphene can exhibit tears, but
the ﬁlm is otherwise uninterrupted over hundreds of
micrometers (Figure 2a). Sample screening with an optical
microscope can, hence, be used to avoid tears in the graphene
cover. At larger magniﬁcation, wrinkles are evident (Figure
2b), but because of their low density, they will only have a
slight impact on the electrical conductivity, the function as a
molecular barrier, and a window for radiation and electrons.
In most cases an additional layer, that is, an electrocatalyst, is
sandwiched between the polymer membrane and graphene.
The homogeneity of this layer will depend on the preparation
method. We will show results from sputter-deposited ﬁlms (see
the Experimental Section for more details), since they are
homogeneous and well-deﬁned, but other techniques like spincoating, drop-casting, electrodeposition, reductive deposition,
or electrophoretic deposition could be applied as well. Figure
2c,d provides SEM micrographs of a sputtered ruthenium ﬁlm
on FAD covered with BLG. The ﬁlm is homogeneous on a
millimeter length scale. However, the ﬁlms are cracked, as the
larger magniﬁcation shows (Figure 2d). These cracks likely
originate from a mismatch between the metallic layer and the
polymer membrane, which swells with increasing humidity.
We can conclude that the present samples are homogeneous
on the millimeter length scale. This is important for the
following characterization, in which we will make use of Raman
and synchrotron-based X-ray spectroscopy to characterize the
samples. The spot sizes of these measurements are in the range
of a few and one hundred micrometers, respectively (see the
Experimental Section). Homogeneity beyond the length scale
of the measurement is advisible. It was taken care in this work
that the sample assemblies did provide the necessary
homogeneity.
Properties of Graphene. Because graphene transfer
involves a chemical etching step, the structural and chemical
properties of graphene after the transfer need to be assessed.
To that end, we provide Raman spectra of SLG and BLG after
being transferred with the same method on an oxidized silicon
wafer (see Figure 3a). Three typical Raman features of

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of (a, b) FKD/BLG and (c, d) FAD/Ru
(∼4 nm thick)/BLG under ∼2 mbar of water. The backsides of the
polymer membranes are in contact with aqueous solutions of 50 mM
CuSO4 or 0.1 M H2SO4, respectively; (c) shows the circular opening
of the boron-doped diamond-coated niobium lid.
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Figure 3. (a) Raman scattering of Si/SiO2/SLG and Si/SiO2/BLG at an excitation wavelength of 532 nm. (b) C 1s photoelectron spectra of (0.1 M
H2SO4)/NAF/SLG at various potentials and of a Si/SiO2/Au/SLG reference. (c) Integrated F 1s intensity of (0.1 M H2SO4)/NAF/SLG at
diﬀerent kinetic energies.
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graphene will be used for the characterization: ﬁrst, a defectinduced peak of zone-boundary phonons (D) at ∼1350 cm−1,
second, the vibrational excitation of a doubly degenerate zone
center E2g mode (G) at ∼1580 cm−1, and third, a peak related
to the second order of zone-boundary phonons (2D).32 The
intensity ratio of D to G (ID/IG) has been used to evaluate the
degree of disorder in graphene.32,33 The SLG and BLG both
show an ID/IG ratio ∼0.1 after transfer. Together with a sharp
G peak (the full width at half-maximum is about 20 cm−1), this
ratio is indicative of a good structural integrity. The wet
transfer method, hence, provides graphene cover layers. A
more detailed analysis of the Raman spectroscopy and a
comparison to PMMA-assisted graphene transfer process is
provided in the Supporting Information.
Because the morphological and structural integrity of the
graphene layer after transfer is now shown, we will discuss how
this graphene layer assists the goal of measuring a biased
solid−liquid interface. It fulﬁlls three functions. First, it is used
as a current collector and support, second, it serves as a
window for radiation and electrons, and, third, it acts as an
evaporation barrier for water.
To fulﬁll its ﬁrst function, graphene needs to be in good
contact to the lid (see Figure 1) and provide conductivity over
the range of the circular front plate opening, which is 1.5 mm
in diameter. This property is demonstrated by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy of the C 1s spectrum at several
potentials and measurement positions (see Figure 3b). The
main peak of the C 1s spectrum is originating from graphene,
as the black reference spectrum of SLG on gold at the bottom
of Figure 3b indicates. Graphene’s peak position is expected to
be constant with potential if the working electrode, that is,
graphene, is conductive and grounded to the electron analyzer,
which is why it was used as standard conﬁguration, except in
Figure 3b (see the Experimental Section for more details).
Figure 3b shows the C 1s spectrum at diﬀerent potentials and
measurement positions (each measurement is ∼0.2 mm apart).
The variation of the peak position in Figure 3b is <±0.2 eV
and is probably composed of an uncertainty in the excitation
energy, which is ±0.1 eV (see the Experimental Section), the
work function of the sample, and incomplete screening of the
surface potential of graphene.34 The latter is caused by
quantum capacity eﬀects.
The second function of graphene is to be a window for
incoming and outgoing radiation and slow electrons. It has
indeed been shown earlier that graphene is transparent for
most radiation21−23 and slow electrons.25,26,35 Especially the
latter is crucial for surface sensitive photoelectron spectroscopy
used in this work. We determined the minimal kinetic energy
of photoelectrons required to pass graphene by depth proﬁling
of the F 1s photoelectron spectrum in (0.1 M H2SO4)/Naﬁon/
SLG. The F 1s photoelectron signal originates from the
tetraﬂuoroethylene backbone of the Naﬁon membrane below
graphene, so the photoelectrons originating from Naﬁon have
to (at least) pass SLG. Figure 3c shows the integrated F 1s
intensities for kinetic energies of the electrons ranging from 90
to 440 eV. The corrected intensity of the F 1s (see the
Experimental Section) signal is constant below 150 eV and
continuously increases above that value. This means that
electrons with a kinetic energy of higher than ∼200 eV are
already fast enough to escape from the (hydrated) polymer
membrane through SLG. This is well in line with the result
obtained from free-standing BLG, in which the kinetic energy
must be higher than 400 eV.36 The probing depth expected for

electrons with a kinetic energy of 200 eV is ∼1 nm. In fact,
such a kinetic energy is close to the minimum eﬀective
attenuation length in water,37 making our technique well suited
for extremely surface sensitive measurements of the solid−
liquid interface.
Wetting. It has now been shown that the covering
graphene layer can serve as a current collector and as a
window for radiation and electrons faster than 200 eV, but we
have not yet shown that there is a liquid layer between the
membrane and graphene. In the following, we will provide
evidence from O K-edge absorption that there is a layer of
conﬁned water that is similar to bulk water. We also
systematically studied whether the partial pressure of water
in the gas phase, the number of graphene layers, and the
contact of the polymer to bulk water inﬂuence the wetting.
We start the evaluation of wetting with the comparison of
two O K-edge absorption spectra (Figure 4a). Both spectra
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Figure 4. (a) O K-edge absorption and (b) O 1s PES of (1 mbar of
H2O)/FAD/BLG and H2O(liq)/FAD/BLG in 1 mbar of H2O, their
diﬀerence, and a comparison to a liquid water reference are shown;
the reference absorption spectrum of liquid water was provided by
Schreck et al.38

show an FAD membrane with a BLG cover at 1 mbar of H2O,
but only one of the samples is wetted with bulk water from the
backside. The two spectra are normalized to the integrated preedge intensity at ∼532 eV, which originates from the polymer
membrane and carbonaceous species, and subtracted from
each other (see the Experimental Section for more details and
reasoning). The diﬀerence spectrum presented in red shows a
clear ﬁngerprint of liquid water. This becomes especially
apparent when comparing to a reference spectrum of liquid
water measured in transmission (shown as a dotted line; used
with permission from Schreck and Wernet et al.38). This thin
ﬁlm of liquid is trapped between the polymer membrane and
graphene. These boundaries are expected to disturb the local
hydrogen bonding and hence lead to an enhancement of
single-donor hydrogen bonding. As a consequence, the preand main-edge features at 535 and 537.5 eV originating from
37683
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single-donor hydrogen bonding should be enhanced relative to
the postedge, which can be assigned to water in a doubledonor hydrogen-bonding network.39,40 Strongly conﬁned
liquid indeed show a strong enhancement of the main-edge
contribution.41 However, we cannot detect a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence from bulk liquid water with our method. This
means that the liquid is thick enough to not show altered
hydrogen bonding. According to Cicero et al.,42 water conﬁned
by graphene adapts bulk properties within 5 Å from the
interface. This suggests that the liquid thin ﬁlm using this
method needs to exceed 10 Å. This is sensible considering that
the height variation of polymer membranes is in the order of a
few nanometers.31 These voids are covered by graphene and
could be ﬁlled with liquid as long as graphene seals.
The XPS signal of the O 1s level (see Figure 4b) also
provides evidence for a phase similar to bulk water. To extract
the changes in the O 1s spectra that are related to an improved
wetting, we scaled the integrated intensity of the XPS spectrum
by the edge jump of the respective O K-edge (Figure 4a). This
procedure is correct if the integrated intensity of XPS and the
edge jump of XAS are proportional to the number of species in
the probed volume. The latter is expected to be larger for the
partial electron yield of the XAS measurement, leading to an
underestimation of the liquid contribution in the XPS
diﬀerence spectrum. The scaled O 1s XP spectra in the dry
and the wet state and their diﬀerence are given in Figure 4b. A
feature at ∼538 eV appears in the diﬀerence, indicating bulk
water.37 The main peak also shows slight deviations between
the dry and the wet state, but they could be caused by a
diﬀerent peak width or a diﬀerent distribution of carbonaceous
species.
To describe how the water backpressure, the number of
graphene layers, and bulk water behind the PEM membrane
inﬂuence the liquid thin ﬁlm, we varied these parameters
systemically. By comparing two diﬀerent conditions at a time
(as in Figure 4a), we found that bulk water behind the polymer
membrane had the largest impact on the level of wetting.
Water backpressure had a weak eﬀect on wetting, unless the
samples were in contact with liquid water from the back.
Samples covered with SLG and BLG behaved similarly. For the
complete discussion, we refer to the Supporting Information.
The study of wetting showed that a liquid thin ﬁlm is formed
between graphene and a polymer membrane. A close contact
between graphene and the polymer membrane is, however, not
strictly necessary to create wet conditions. It can also form if a
layer of catalyst is sandwiched between the two (compare
Figure S4), suggesting that graphene’s role as an evaporation
barrier is mostly determining the wetting, not the interaction
between graphene and the material below it.
Ion Transport. After verifying the wet conditions below the
graphene layer, we turn to the ion transport necessary for most
processes of interest at the liquid−solid interface. Crucial for
the ion transport is the polymer membrane, which serves as a
solid electrolyte. An appealing side eﬀect of using solid
electrolytes is that the choice of membrane can selectively
allow some ions to pass and block others. Among the
membranes we used in our studies, there is Naﬁon (NAF)
conducting water and protons, the FAD membrane conducting
anions in addition, and the FKD membrane, which conducts
water and cations. The FAD membrane is therefore suited for
aqueous acidic electrolytes, the FKD can be used for solvated
metal ions, and Naﬁon can be used to study a given electrolyte
without the counterions and only protons.

As a summarizing example of ion transport in our approach
we chose the diﬀusion of the electrolyte H2SO4 across an FAD
membrane. The experiment is equivalent to the wetting
experiment in Figure 4a,b, but the sample is wetted with 0.1 M
H2SO4 instead of pure water. The potential is controlled at
0.25 VRHE. The resulting diﬀerence spectra of the O K-edge
absorption (Figure 5a) and O 1s XP spectra (Figure 5b)
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Figure 5. (a) and (b) are analogous to Figures 4a and 4b but
recorded on (0.1 M H2SO4)/FAD/BLG at 0.25 VRHE. (c)
Cyclovoltammogram at 50 mV/s and (d) the potential shift of the
oxidation wave at ∼1 VRHE with varying pH of (0.1 M H2SO4)/FAD/
IrNPs/SLG and HOPG/IrNPs/(0.1 M H2SO4).

change drastically. A liquid layer is still present, as the
diﬀerences of the O K-edge absorption exhibit the features of
liquid water, but the O K-edge absorption intensities at about
537 and 547 eV increased, while the intensity around 541 eV
decreased when compared to pure water (Figure 4a,b). This
behavior is in good agreement with the study of Niskanen et
al.,43 in which the authors report very similar changes in the O
K-edge absorption of sulfuric acid at diﬀerent concentrations
measured by inelastic X-ray scattering. The XP diﬀerence
spectrum has a feature slightly above 532 eV, in addition to the
one at about 538 eV. The latter originates from water, while
the former ﬁts well to the reported O 1s binding energy of
sulfuric acid at low temperatures (532.3 eV).44 The S 2p
contribution at 169 eV shows that sulfate ions can indeed pass
(inset of Figure 5b). It is also noticeable that the contribution
at ∼538 eV is not symmetric due to an increase at ∼536 eV.
The observed changes in the O K-edge diﬀerence spectra
between 0.1 M H2SO4 sulfuric acid and pure water in this
study are comparable to the changes observed by Niskanen et
al.43 for 4−8 M H2SO4 and pure water, despite the much lower
concentration in the present experiment. The reason can be
found in the probing depth. In this study we used the kinetic
energy of roughly 400 eV, which just exceeds the energy
needed to pass the two layers of graphene. In contrast, X-ray
scattering used in the study of Niskanen is a bulk sensitive
method. That means the solid−liquid interface between
sulfuric acid and graphene is in comparison to bulk sulfuric
acid, enriched with sulfate ions. The dependency of this eﬀect
on the applied potential was not investigated in the present
publication.
An alternative explanation is that this local pH eﬀect is
enhanced in the liquid thin ﬁlm when compared to bulk
37684
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Figure 6. Interaction with a soft X-ray beam: (a) image obtained from an optical microscope of Naﬁon/Ir NPs/SLG after intensive beam exposure,
(b) operando Pt 4f XP spectra of 0.1 M H2SO4/Naﬁon/Pt/SLG, and (c) operando Ir 4f XP spectra of 0.1 M H2SO4/Naﬁon/Ir NPs/SLG recorded
at intact and damaged measurement positions; their diﬀerence is shown in red.

intact area, which was only irradiated during data collection for
∼80 s, shows the expected oxidation to Pt4+, leading to a
doublet at ∼73.5 and ∼77.5 eV.16,28 However, the area
irradiated for about 20 min shows almost no change after the
oxidation step. A similar eﬀect can be seen with oxidized
iridium nanoparticles on Naﬁon (Figure 6c). By increasing the
potential from 1.25 to 1.65 VRHE, it is expected that the
spectrum broadens toward high binding energies.8,27 This is
not the case for the measurement on the same spot, after 15
min of beam exposure, but is true for the fresh spot, which was
only irradiated during the data acquisition of 150 s.
Consequently, the change caused by the applied bias is slow
or hindered when the area is damaged by the beam. This is
likely to be caused by a limited mass transport after damage. A
loss of electrical conductivity is unlikely since the binding
energy of the metal is stable with potential, even after damage.
We recommend not to exceed a beam dose of ∼0.1 Gy for a
reliable result (see the Experimental Section).
Interaction with an Electron Beam. In the case of
electron microscopy, the beam dose can be regulated by
acceleration voltage, emission current, and magniﬁcation, but
radiolysis of liquids caused by an electron beam is a known
phenomenon for SEM47,48 and TEM.12,13,49 We optimized the
acceleration voltage and the magniﬁcation for the operando
experiments in the environmental scanning electron microscope. To demonstrate the damage caused by an electron
beam, copper deposition in 50 mM CuSO4/FKD/BLG is
chosen as an example. The upper micrographs (Figure 7a−c)
show snapshots of copper dissolution and deposition at small
magniﬁcation. The respective potentials and electrochemical
currents are given in Figure 7d. The pixel arrays of a damaged
area (indicated in Figure 7b) and an intact region slightly
above it were analyzed for the average pixel intensity, which is
given in Figure 7e. Respective snapshots (Figure 7a−c) are
indicated in Figure 7e. It becomes evident that a change in the
mean brightness is initiated by electrochemical currents.
Anodic potentials and positive currents lead to dissolution
and a decrease in the mean brightness while cathodic
potentials and negative currents increase the mean brightness.
This eﬀect is, however, much more pronounced in the intact
region compared to the damaged region, pointing toward a
strongly limited mass transport after intense exposure to the
electron beam.
As hinted in the section about the morphology of the
sample, it becomes more evident now why it is important to
provide homogeneity on the length scale of the respective
measurement. After investigation of one spot at a given

electrolyte. We thus compared to an experiment in bulk
electrolyte by depositing Ir nanoparticles on highly oriented
pyrolytic graphene (HOPG) and recording cyclovoltagramms
(CVs) in bulk electrolyte and in the in-situ setup at varying
concentrations of H2SO4. Two exemplifying CVs using 0.1 M
H2SO4 are given in Figure 5c. Their features and general shape
match and diﬀer only slightly. The most prominent oxidation
feature at ∼1 VRHE, which is characteristic for iridium
(hydr)oxides and known to shift with pH,45,46 was then used
to track the pH shift. The results are shown in Figure 5d. Both
the beaker experiment and the in-situ cell behave similarly,
though there are diﬀerences in the slope of the linear ﬁts. We,
therefore, cannot exclude that the local pH at the graphene−
electrolyte interface in our sample assembly is diﬀerent from
what it would have been in bulk electrolyte. However, the
diﬀerence is much smaller than 1 pH unit based on the
potential shift between the curves.
We have seen that the sample architecture we suggest can
provide a thin ﬁlm of sulfuric acid containing water, protons,
and sulfate ions between a polymer membrane and graphene.
In two further examples, we can show that a proper transport
of ions in this approach is not limited to the example of sulfuric
acid but can indeed be extended to other solutions. First,
Figure S5 shows that the addition of chloride ions to 0.1 M
H2SO4 leads to a strong increase in the Cl 2p signal on the side
of graphene. Second, we demonstrate that a copper sulfate
solution behind the membrane allows copper deposition on
graphene or its dissolution in a reversible fashion (compare
“Showcase 2”).
Interaction with an X-ray Beam. Soft X-rays or fast
electrons interact with the polymer membrane, which then
suﬀers from radiation damage. Examples are given in Figure 6.
Figure 6a shows the image of a Naﬁon membrane after ∼20
min of beam exposure at the ISISS beamline, which equates to
a beam dose of about 0.3 Gy assuming the beam is completely
absorbed (see the Experimental Section). The damage is
obvious in the elongated rectangles, which roughly resemble
the shape of the beam spot at the ISISS beamline at 111 μm
slit size. Although the exact route of damage is unknown, the
bubbles in Figure 6a point toward radiolysis of the liquid and
the polymer.
The induced damage leads to a limited charge transport
through the membrane. The evidence is provided in Figure
6b,c. Both show XP spectra of a metal core level in 0.1 M
H2SO4 before and after an oxidation step. The oxidized state
was recorded in two areas: an area damaged by the beam and a
fresh, intact area. In the case of platinum (Figure 6b), the
37685
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Figure 8. Oxidation of (0.1 M H2SO4)/FAD/Ru(4 nm thick)/SLG:
(a) operando O K-edge absorption at three potentials and (b) two
consecutive spectra at 1.45 VRHE; (c) the respective potential and
currents during spectroscopy.

absorption white line at 529 eV (see Figure 8a), which is
known for oxidized ruthenium. A further increase of the
potential from 1.25 to 1.45 VRHE leads to a more intense white
line. This eﬀect, however, does not sustain for long. The signal
from oxidized ruthenium is strongly diminished in a
consecutive spectrum about 2 min later (Figure 8b). The
current of the working electrode is quickly degrading (Figure
8c).
An explanation for this behavior is well illustrated by an
analogue study in the environmental SEM. We used the same
type of sample as in the previous experiment (0.1 M H2SO4/
FAD/Ru/SLG) but partially covered with SLG. We activated
this assembly by 50 voltammetric cycles between 0.05 and 1.25
VRHE at a rate of 50 mV/s. The micrograph recorded after this
treatment shows a layer of ruthenium traversed by cracks. The
Ru layer is homogeneously distributed and partially covered
with graphene (Figure 9a). After polarization of this layer to
1.45 VRHE for 25 min and 1.55 VRHE for 4 min, another
micrograph was recorded (Figure 9b). The bright contrast of
the ruthenium layer disappeared in the areas covered with
graphene. However, in the areas without a graphene cover, the
ruthenium layer appears unchanged by the treatment. This
demonstrates the importance of graphene in this arrangement.

Figure 7. Operando SEM micrographs of (50 mM CuSO4)/FKD/
BLG at (a) 1.65 VRHE, (b) −0.55 VRHE, and (c) 1.95 VRHE with (d)
the respective potential and current and (e) the mean pixel intensity
of a damaged area (dark rectangle indicated in part b by a red arrow)
and of a pixel array with the same size slightly above the damaged
area.

condition, the mass transport on that position will be aﬀected.
It is therefore needed to change the position for the next
measurement at a new condition. In such an experiment,
homogeneity is the prerequisite for a reliable comparison of
the ﬁndings at diﬀerent experimental conditions.
Product Analysis. For operando investigations of electrocatalysts, product analysis is crucial. In the in-situ technique
suggested here, it is possible to detect gaseous products,
evolving at the working electrode. In our setup for in-situ X-ray
spectroscopy, for example, a mass spectrometer behind a leak
valve was used for the analysis of the gas atmosphere. With this
method, an oxygen evolution of 2 nmol/s is well above the
detection limit (see Figure S6).
Two Showcases of in-Situ Electrochemistry. We chose
two showcases to illustrate the properties and scope of the insitu setup described above. First, we show the dissolution of
ruthenium at anodic potentials with in-situ electron microscopy and X-ray spectroscopy. Second, the same two techniques
are used to track copper deposition on the graphene cover. In
addition to the showcases in the present publication, recently
published articles show the electrochemical oxidation of
iridium27 or platinum nanoparticles28 under acidic conditions.
Showcase 1. The ﬁrst showcase is the dissolution of
ruthenium under anodic potentials. The sample assembly is an
FAD membrane covered with a thin layer of sputtered
ruthenium metal and SLG. It was activated with 20 cycles
between 0 and 1.15 VRHE at 50 mV/s. The O K-edge
absorption of the activated layer shows few signs of oxidation
(Figure 8a), except for a feature slightly above 531 eV, which
could be related to ruthenium hydroxides. Applying an
oxidative potential (e.g., 1.25 VRHE) instantly leads to an

Figure 9. Oxidation of (0.1 M H2SO4)/FAD/Ru(4 nm thick)/SLG;
operando SEM micrographs of (a) before and (b) after Ru dissolution
in the graphene-covered areas; (c) the respective potential and
current during the experiment.
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By providing conductivity and a wetted environment, electrochemical processes and signiﬁcant mass transport can occur at
pressures below 1 mbar (darker areas in Figure 9). Without
graphene, these processes are hindered and sluggish (bright
areas in Figure 9).
Showcase 2. The second showcase is the electrodeposition
of copper. To enable the transport of Cu cations, we used the
FKD membrane and covered it with a bilayer of graphene
(BLG). We introduced an aqueous solution of CuSO4 (50
mM) and deposited copper particles at potentials below −1.3
VRHE. The result obtained in the environmental SEM can be
seen in Figure 10a. The copper particles appear bright, and

Figure 11. Deposition of Cu: (a) operando Cu L-edges of (50 mM
CuSO4)/FKD/BLG before (dark blue) and after (beige) Cu
deposition at −1.15 VRHE; (b) the respective linear sweep
voltammetry.

■

CONCLUSION
We demonstrated a way to investigate the solid−liquid
interface by using a sample preparation method that can be
done in any chemical lab. The key to our approach is the
sample assembly, in which an electrocatalyst is sandwiched
between a (bi)layer of graphene and a permeable membrane in
contact with bulk electrolyte. Water and ions pass from the
bulk electrolyte through the membrane and form a liquid thin
ﬁlm beneath the graphene blanket. This liquid ﬁlm is stable at
pressures in the mbar range and was found to be similar to
bulk liquid. Furthermore, photoelectrons with kinetic energies
down to 200 eV can be detected through the liquid thin ﬁlm
and the graphene window, which allows for extremely interface
sensitive measurements of solid−liquid interfaces. We show
this ability with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and
scanning electron microscopytwo powerful techniques
which are still rarely used for the study of the solid−liquid
interface or electrochemical processes due to technical hurdles.
In two showcases, we performed operando X-ray spectroscopy
and operando SEM on the same sample types and could follow
electrochemical dissolution of ruthenium and the electrodeposition of metallic copper under wet conditions.

Figure 10. Dissolution and redeposition of Cu; operando SEM
micrographs of (50 mM CuSO4)/FKD/BLG at (a, d) −1.35 VRHE
and (b, c) 1.95 VRHE; (e) the respective linear sweep voltammetries.

■

they are stable at potentials <1 VRHE (see also Figure 7). The
particles are some tens of nanometers wide. If the potential was
increased to 1.8 VRHE, the particles dissolve again (see Figure
10b). The redeposition of Cu at −1.3 VRHE (from Figure
10c,d) in the same area results in the growth of bright, but
fewer, particles. This hysteresis is likely caused by the damage
of the membrane with the electron beam slowing down the
mass transport signiﬁcantly (see also section about beam
interaction).
The same process can be observed with operando X-ray
spectroscopy (Figure 11). Again, an aqueous solution of
CuSO4 is provided behind an FKD membrane. Figure 11a
shows the Cu L-edge spectrum before deposition. A broad
background feature between 935 and 940 eV is observed. As
soon as copper is deposited at −1.15 VRHE, characteristic
absorption resonances of metallic copper50 appear at 933.7,
937.9, and 941.7 eV.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Sample Preparation. We used the following polymer membranes: FAD55 (FAD) and FKD provided by Fumatech and Naﬁon
117 (Naﬁon) provided by Sigma-Aldrich (see Table 2 for their basic
properties). Naﬁon is an ionomer produced by the copolymerization
of perﬂuorinated vinyl ether and tetraﬂuoroethylene.51 Both
membranes by Fumatech are functionalized polyarylenes, while the
FAD membrane is a quaternized poly(phenyl oxide) and the FKD
membrane is a sulfonated poly(ether ketone). All of them were cut to
circular disks of 11 mm in diameter but activated and stored them in
diﬀerent ways. FAD disks were soaked for at least 3 days in 0.5 M
Na2SO4 solution to exchange bromide counterions for sulfate ions.
The solution was exchanged several times during treatment. Residual
bromide remains.27,28 Samples including FAD membranes were
stored in the soaking solution until use. FKD membranes were not
activated and stored dry. Contamination originating from the FKD
membrane was not detected. Naﬁon disks were rid of carbonaceous
contamination for 2 h at 80 °C in 3% H2O2 solution and another 2 h
37687
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Table 2. Properties of the Polymer Membranes as Speciﬁed
by the Supplier

measurement areas were chosen randomly in the relevant sample area.
Special care has been taken to avoid laser-induced change or damage.
Raman scattering was collected by using laser powers between 0.1 and
10 mW for 20−1200 s. No signiﬁcant change of the spectral features
was observed over these times.
In-Situ X-ray Spectroscopy. All experiments were performed at
the ISISS beamline at BESSY II in Berlin. An exception is the study of
relative wetting, which was performed at the UE56-2 PGM1 beamline,
also at BESSY II. Both use diﬀerentially pumped analyzers designed
for pressures in the millibar range. The same measurement chamber
was used at the two beamlines. The chamber, including the
manipulator, was designed for the purpose of electrochemical in-situ
studies and has been shown earlier.36 The cell design used in this
publication is shown in Figure 13a. The main body made of PEEK
houses the tip of the reference electrode and the counter electrode in
the form of a curled platinum wire (see Figure 13a,c). Both are in a
stream of liquid provided through PEEK tubing. The polymer
membrane is mounted on the front, supported by a grid, and sealed
by an O-ring. The pressure from the top is provided by a lid made of
glassy carbon or niobium with a boron-doped diamond coating. A
photograph of a mounted cell is given in Figure 13b, and a technical
drawing of the cross section is shown in Figure 13c.
During the experiments, potentials were referenced to the Ag/AgCl
electrode DRIREF-2SH, which was stored in saturated KCl solution
between experiments. The working electrode including graphene and
the cover lid was grounded to the hemispherical analyzer. An
exception is data of Figure 3b, in which the electrolyte was grounded,
and the recorded signal was shifted by the applied potential. The latter
procedure therefore includes changes in the work function of the
sample. All potentials were corrected for pH and iR, but we neglected
possible deviations caused by incomplete screening of the surface
charge,34 whose magnitude was not measured. For reasons of the
latter, the signiﬁcant ﬁgures of the calculated potentials against the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) might not be adequate. During
the experiment the pressure ranged from 5.0 × 10−2 to 1.5 × 10−1
mbar. In the case of pressure control, additional water vapor was
added to the chamber via a low pressure-diﬀerence mass ﬂow
controller by Bronkhorst (Ruurlo, Netherlands), and a PIDcontrolled, pressure-regulating valve by Pfeiﬀer Vacuum GmbH
(Asslar, Germany) was used to keep the pressure in the chamber
constant.
The dose of the beam was calculated by dividing the total energy
per time by the mass of the membrane in the area of the beam at a
given thickness.53 We assumed full absorption of the beam. For the
example of a Naﬁon 117 membrane (183 μm thick) irradiated at the
ISISS beamline with an excitation energy of 800 eV (ﬂux(800 eV) ≈ 1
× 1011 photons/s) and a beam size of 150 × 100 μm, we obtain

Naﬁon
117
thickness (μm)
pH range
type of exchange
selectivity (%)
H+/OH−
conductivity or
transfer rate

183
H+
>0.1b S
cm−1

FAD

FKD

50−60
1−9
anion/H+
85a
8000−10000c
μmol min−1 cm−2

68−77
1−14
cation/OH−
>95a
<250c
μmol min−1 cm−2

Measured in concentration cell with 0.1/0.5 mol kg−1 KCl at T = 25
°C bConditioned at 100 °C, measured by impedance at 25 °C.52
c
From pH potential measurement in concentration cell with 0.1 M
HCl/0.1 M NaCl at T = 25 °C.
a

at the same temperature in 0.5 M H2SO4. Samples prepared from
Naﬁon were stored in a dry state until used.
The material of interest was deposited by the DC magnetron
sputter coater 208HR by Cressington (Watford, UK). The sputtering
process was always performed at 0.1 mbar argon atmosphere and with
a sputtering current of 40 mA. The thickness was controlled by
sputtering time. The iridium sputter target was provided by
Elektronen-Optik Service GmbH (Dortmund, Germany) and the
ruthenium target by ChemPur (Karlsruhe, Germany).
Graphene was transferred in a wet chemical method. Graphene on
copper foil was purchased from Graphenea in the form of a single
layer, a PMMA-coated single layer, or a double layer. They were
stored as shipped or in the glovebox after being opened. Graphene on
copper was cut into rectangular pieces of about 4 mm with a scissors,
and the supporting copper foil was etched in an aqueous solution of
40 g/L (NH4)2S2O8 overnight. After the solution was exchanged to
pure water, the ﬂoating graphene layer, which is visible against a white
background, was transferred from below onto the polymer membrane
disks (see Figure 12). Alternatively, the layer can be picked up from
the top, as illustrated in Figure 12 (method 3). Residues of PMMA
after transfer were removed dropwise with acetone (method 2). The
samples were dried on air at room temperature after transfer. We
assured proper placement of graphene by visual inspection. The
quality of graphene was examined with SEM. If the relative placement
of graphene on the polymer membrane is relevant, the assembly can
be cut after transfer.
Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra were collected by using a
confocal Raman microscope (TriVista TR557 spectrometer, S&I
GmbH) equipped with a 532 nm excitation laser (EL = 2.33 eV)
which was focused on the samples using a 50× objective. The

Research Article

Figure 12. Schematics of three sample preparation methods: wet chemical transfer from below (method 1), PMMA-assisted transfer from below
(method 2), and a transfer from above (method 3).
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Figure 13. Cell for in-situ spectroscopy with (a) exploded view, (b) photograph of a mounted cell, and (c) cross section; cell for in-situ electron
microscopy with (d) a photograph of the mounted cell, (e) the exploded view, and (f) the cross section.
energy/s
1 × 1011 photons/s × 800 eV/photon
=
mass
2 μg/μm 3 × 1.5 × 104 μm 2 × 183 μm
MeV
≈ 1.5 × 109
= 0.24 mGy/s
s· kg
(1)

A self-made Python-based script was used to process the O K-edge
absorption spectra. It accounts for energy calibration, the ring current
of the synchrotron, and the ﬂux of the beamline. It also normalizes to
zero and one at given excitation energies. Furthermore, it
compensates for gas phase attenuation of the X-rays as in ref 54.
The ﬂux reference was recorded on a gold foil free of oxygen.
Integrated intensities of F 1s (Figure 3c) were obtained by
subtracting a Shirley background and integrating the total area. The
results were corrected for cross section and an averaged asymmetry
parameter, obtained from the tables of Yeh and Lindau,55 and the ﬂux
of the beamline. The depth proﬁling was performed on four positions
and averaged. The average deviation from the mean is given as an
error.
The wetting of a sample (compare Figure 4) was obtained by
normalizing the O K-edge absorption spectra to their integrated
intensities up to 533.5 eV. Because this pre-edge cannot belong to the
contribution of liquid water, this normalization should scale the
contributions of carbon−oxygen species also in the region above 534
eV, in which liquid water contributes. This procedure assumes that
the carbonaceous species are similar in the compared samples. A
reference of liquid water obtained by Schreck and Wernet38 was ﬁtted
to the diﬀerence of two absorption spectra that should be compared
by using a least-squares algorithm. The edge jump of the reference
spectrum at 550 eV was used to determine the change in wetting.

dose/s =

where we assumed monochromized radiation and neglected higherorder contributions to the beam. A measurement of 3 min would
under the stated assumptions result in ∼0.04 Gy. We recommend to
avoid beam doses of above >0.1 Gy for reliable results. This
recommendation is based on experience at the ISISS beamline
investigating OER catalysts under acidic and basic conditions as well
as copper deposition. After about 7 min of measurements at the ISISS
beamline, the measurement spot was notably aﬀected by radiation
damage.
In-Situ Electron Microscopy. Environmental electron microscopy was performed on a modiﬁed scanning electron microscope
(SEM) FEI Quanta 200 FEG. All measurements were performed at an
acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The gas mixture was composed of Ar,
dosed with 1 mL/min, and H2O leaking from the in-situ cell. The
operating pressure during experiments was around 0.2 mbar. A
photograph of the home-built in-situ cell is shown in Figure 13d and
an exploded view in Figure 13e. The cell provides the same sample
surrounding as the in-situ cell for X-ray spectroscopy described above.
The counter and reference electrodes are chosen as described above.
However, the reference and counter electrodes are placed diﬀerently,
and the electrolyte exchange is realized in another way: the cell is
ﬁlled from below, while the outlet is a tube reaching just below the
membrane. Reference and counter electrodes are immersed in the
liquid but have diﬀerent spacing to the working electrode. A cross
section is provided in Figure 13f.
Data Analysis. The O K-edge absorption was calibrated to the 3p
Rydberg state of gas phase water at 537.25 eV.40 The excitation
energy in the case of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was calibrated
with tables created by using the Fermi edge of a gold foil during the
same week. The uncertainty using this method is ∼0.1 eV for the
beamlines we used.
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